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ABSTRACT

Requirements engineering is the first and perhaps the most important phase of software life cycle. Software faults committed during the requirements development, if left undetected can affect downstream activities. While previous research has developed fault-detection techniques, they are inadequate because they lack an understanding of root cause of faults to be able to avoid its future occurrences. Our research is aimed at helping software engineers understand human errors (i.e., the root cause) that cause faults that are inserted into Software Requirements Specification (SRS). This can help software engineers become more aware and reduce the likelihood of committing human errors during requirements development. Using a retrospective error abstraction approach, this paper reports the results from an industrial study wherein software engineers were trained on human errors followed by their application of human error abstraction (based on fifteen requirement faults supplied to them) and recommendations on prevention techniques for those abstracted errors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Requirements engineering (RE) is the most important phase in software engineering and is often fuzzy due to interaction between different stakeholders that are involved during the eliciting, analysis, specification and management of user needs and requirements. Successful software projects require understanding of user needs which are translated into software requirements that in turn are engineered to deliver trustable, reliable and workable software product. Many critical and human oriented missions such as crash between two Boeing 747s and Chernobyl nuclear power plant incidents have failed due to mistakes in one of the stages of requirements engineering and have been life-threatening [12, 24]. There is also harmony on the nature of requirements engineering activities being diverse due to involvement of many stakeholders [25-28]. Also requirements are written in natural language, augmented by information in other representations, such as formulae and diagrams, which can cause ambiguity and misunderstanding.

The literature provides varied and often competing definitions for errors ranging from program error to service errors to human errors. Our research is more closely associated with human error (defect in the human thought process) as opposed to program error (execution failure). A human error is a failure in human thought process while attempting to think, analyze or understand the situation or utilize methodologies and tools. A fault is an embedded action of errors and can result from one or more errors [1].

The idea of using error information to detect faults in Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is not novel. Several techniques have focused on identifying the root cause of a sample of problems [2] while others have tried to perform error abstraction on a sample of representative faults [3]. However, these techniques are time consuming, focus only on a subset of faults (that
are analyzed for root cause) and do not focus on underlying cognitive theory regarding the type of errors committed by human. Hence studies are conducted to utilize fault detection techniques to find the root cause of problems in software requirements in the early stage of development.

Fairley [5] had conducted a study to show the cost increases five times to correct a fault at design stage, ten times at coding stage, 20 to 50 times at acceptance phase, 100 to 200 times during actual operation. Requirements defects are expensive to correct in later stages and formal inspections of requirements documents yield only a low rate of fault detection [6]. Studies show that more than 40\% of development efforts are spent in fixing identified issues in the later stages of SDLC [4].

Having a knowledge of where and what type of errors occur, how individual thinks and analyzes the system can draw a reasonable value to create quality requirements.

Human error research in Cognitive Psychologists concentrates on failures in the human mental process while focusing on different tasks. Our group focuses on identifying human errors that occur during the requirements development and educating software engineers on human error information to improve requirements quality. To understand the types of human error, a systematic study [7, 8, 9] and research was conducted in software engineering utilizing cognitive psychology dominion. The results produced a detailed taxonomy was built to identify the errors in requirements.

The results from previous studies showed that the educating on human error taxonomy helps understanding the most common mistakes committed during the requirements engineering process and help engineers to be mindful. Also, it helps in creating a quality document to remove all common errors in the early phase rather than focusing to remove and rework on them during development and testing phases, which will be more cost effective.
The scattered information about errors and error techniques should be gathered in a structured framework to identify the shortcomings. The structured framework is offered in the form of a taxonomy. This work is motivated by limited existing analysis and evaluation of suitable techniques for validating the root cause for errors in requirements phase, the human error. This paper aims at understanding the human errors to improve requirements quality. A study with industrial practitioners was conducted to determine how the human error taxonomy can be trained and if it can improve in abstracting the taxonomical categories of a series of faults introduced in Parking Garage Control Systems SRS.

Section II provides some background on the error abstraction process and the requirement error taxonomy. Section III describes the study design. Section IV describes the data analysis results. Section V discusses the threats to validity. Section VI focuses on the relevance of the results and summary. Section VII concludes the paper and presents ideas for future work.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Developing software requirements has heavy human involvement and thought process which may lead to failure during the execution, gathering or problem-solving phase. This is known as human error. Human cognition plays a vital role in requirements engineering process [10, 11]. Most of research related to human error is primarily limited to areas such as aviation, nuclear power plant, medicine and manufacturing. Rather, minimal work on human error specifically concerns the software engineering, and there is even less devoted to the requirements engineering.

There exist several human error classification systems in literature. Few are Reason’s Swiss cheese model which is extensively used in aviation and medicinal industry [12], Human Factor Analysis and Classification System [13], Rasmussen’s Taxonomy [14].

In 1983, Jens Rasmussen [15] expanded the cognitive aspects of error to include skill, knowledge and rule based classification, also known as SKR classification. In 1993, Rasmussen reinforced this theory that human functioned in one of the three levels of cognitive processing, based on the type of task and level of experience for that condition.

In 1988, Norman [16], studied both cognitive and motor aspects of error and differentiated between two types of error: slips and mistakes. This classification is also known as hybrid classification. According to Norman et.al, Slips were triggered by person’s experiences and memory, and strategic knowledge. Slips occurred in everyday scenarios because of not applying full attention to the task. E.g., pouring orange juice to a bowl of cereal instead of milk while reading a newspaper. The act was unintentional but the required task was not achieved because the attention was focused on the newspaper. Mistakes occurred when a person’s cognitive activities lead to decisions that are conflicting to what was intended. Mistakes result
from the inadequacies of insight and decision-making and result in the failure to formulate the plan.

James Reason et.al, further expanded the type of errors. In 1990, Reason [12] described error as “a generic term to encompass all those occasions in which a planned sequence of mental or physical activities fails to achieve its intended outcome, and when these failures cannot be attributed to the intervention of some chance agency”. The foundation for Human error comes from Reason’s classification that is derived as part of our research. Section 2.1 describes Reason’s error classification and its derivations in our research.

2.1. Classification of Human Errors by James Reason

Although slips and mistakes bid clear differences between two kinds of errors one is prone to make in daily lives, they are not precise enough for the classification of errors in operational environment. A much-enlarged definition of errors to distinguish and classify the error types was provided by Reason and his work considered to be the base in validating human errors particularly in operational environments such as aviation and medicinal fields. It provides a structure to understand how human errors are classified during information and thought process. According to Reason, the human errors occur during cognitive activities such as planning and execution.

Errors can generally occur during planning or execution phase. Plans can be sufficient or scarce and outcomes or behavior of the plan can be intentional or unintentional. If the plan is sufficient to achieve the required outcome and it is followed, a desired outcome. If the plan is not followed, desired outcome is not achieved. If the plan is inadequate, desired outcome is not achieved.
Errors can be classified into execution errors and planning errors. Human errors occur due to inattentiveness/carelessness are known as slips, whereas lapse happen due to forgetfulness. Inadequate knowledge to generate a plan to fulfill a certain action is called as mistake.

A *slip* of action is an unintentional and this occurs at the point of task execution. The examples can include transposing a number as 0.31 instead of 0.13 due to fat fingering. A *lapse* occurs after plan formulation and before task execution. This includes forgetting to execute a sequence in the plan or the plan. An example can be forgetting to switch the gear to take reverse of the car. In RE, slips and lapses occur in all four phases such as analyzing the requirements, eliciting them, writing the specifications, managing all requirements using traceability. A mistake occurs unintentionally, when a plan is set to achieve intended outcome, however due to inexperience or inadequate knowledge of the person, it is not formulated well. An example for a mistake can be bad weather is not considered during flight departure.

Slips and lapses tend to occur when (a.) people confuse between two similar tasks (b.) there are distractions while performing the task (c.) tasks are too complicated or time consuming to cause forgetfulness between two steps (d.) tasks are very familiar that the plan is memorized and requires little thought. Mistakes are result of time pressures or inadequate knowledge or doing too many things at the same time with poor judgement to formulate a plan.

Reason’ theory is used in several safety-critical domains such as healthcare, aviation and nuclear plant for training on operator’s safety. One such example is a document published by Duke University for medical training which can be found in http://patientsafetyed.duhs.duke.edu/module_e/definitions.html. The training documents based on Reason’s theory are used in software industry and academics. Thus we can infer this theory is
suitable for domains like software engineering for training individuals in academics and industry in RE.

2.2. Development of Human Error Taxonomy (HET)

Schneider [6] and coworkers identified fault detection using formal inspection techniques for requirements inspection which yielded low rate. Lanubile [3] and coworkers augmented the fault detection process by including an additional step to identify human errors that helped to find additional faults. Reviewers were asked to backward-look identify the errors by abstracting the human error from discovered faults. This additional information of human errors can help inspectors to find overlooked or missed faults in the requirements document.

Using this theory, our group developed human error taxonomy (HET) to support error abstraction (EA), where HET is utilized to provide a structured list of the most commonly occurring requirements phase human errors. Based on their experience, understanding and creativity, each inspector would inspect the human errors based on one’s perspective. Hence, a taxonomy was created to help inspectors to use common terms and not natural language, which would lead to ambiguity and confusion. Thus, HET acts as a tool to help inspectors to abstract the errors using a concrete list.

Walia and Carver developed requirements error taxonomy (RET) a structured classification for error identification in development of SRS documents [22]. They also conducted experimental studies to validate the usefulness of RET [17]. Our group has conducted previous studies conducted by Walia and Carver [17], and Anu and co-workers [18] have shown error-based inspection (EAI) showed better results over fault-based inspection. Another experiment conducted by them [19] showed that EAI can help in identifying 150% of more faults compared to traditional methods. The research [20] also provided evidence that abstracting error
correctly will have positive impact on additional fault detection. The research is conducted to validate if there is a prior understanding of the type of human errors that are committed during requirements engineering will be less leading to better quality SRS. Anu and coworkers [21] have worked on analyzing the misjudgments and conducted retrospective analysis and found faults for Restaurant Interactive Menu SRS.

A human error abstraction assist was developed to classify the errors under Reason’s theory of slips, lapses and mistakes. HET was collected after rigorous collection of data, studying software engineering aspects and literature, human errors in RE. These were applied to Reason’s classifications. Slips, Lapses and Mistakes were studied for every RE phase (Analysis, Elicitation, Specification and Management) and HET was structured for all the phases. For e.g., considering various definitions for same subject is a slip and leads to lack of inconsistency in requirements specification. Detailed taxonomy of commonly occurring errors as described by Anu [23] and coworkers is provided in Figure 1.

![Human Error Taxonomy developed by Anu and co-workers](image)

**Figure 1.** Human Error Taxonomy developed by Anu and co-workers

### 2.3. Error Abstraction using HEAA

Subjects were asked to abstract the error in three steps. Step 1 included abstraction for Level 1 – RE Activity. Step 2 included abstraction for Level 2 – Error Type and Step 3 was for
Level 3 – Error Class. The RE activities that were provided for abstraction are: (a.) Requirement elicitation is a phase where the requirements are discovered through consultation with the stakeholders, (b.) Requirements Analysis: a phase where the requirements are analyzed and the differences identified are resolved through negotiations with stakeholders, (c.) Requirements Specification: a phase where a precise and formal requirements documents are produced (d.) Requirements Management: a phase where requirements are managed because requirements and contexts evolve based on needs. The Figure 2 shows HEAA for abstracting RE activity.

To map error type, a decision tree was created and the definitions for slips, lapses and mistakes were explained with examples. In the decision tree, the situation or scenario is analyzed, plan is created and error type was classified. Figure 3 shows the HEAA for error types.

Further deep into the taxonomy, 15 types of error levels were defined and they were classified under each error type and RE activity. Figure 4 shows the error levels as defined by Anu and co-workers using software engineering studies and cognitive psychology as base that was provided as a guide for this experiment.

The Human Error Abstraction Assist (HEAA) aided the subjects to abstract the fault to RE activity, Error Type and Error Class Level. Since abstraction is retrospective activity, HEAA will help incline towards common terms instead of using creativity. 15 faults from PGCS SRS was provided to the subjects and were asked to abstract based on the training provided using video and taking help of Human Error Abstraction Assist (HEAA) document.
Figure 2. Human Error Abstraction Assist for RE Activity

Start by answering the following questions:
1. What was the situation/scenario?
2. RE activity where human error occurred?

Figure 3. Decision tree to abstract Error Type
Figure 4. Human Error Abstraction Assist for Error Class
3. STUDY DETAILS

The experiment was conducted to validate the accuracy with which the industrial practitioners perform human error abstraction using the developed and researched method of error abstraction (EA) and Human Error Taxonomy (HET). Also, the experiment data allowed us to validate HET in an industrial setting and gather feedback on prevention strategies for errors contained in HET.

3.1. Study Objectives

The major objective was to educate software developers on human error (using HET and HEAA that has been developed by Anu et al., [18, 19, 20]) and evaluate the usability of HET by having professionals’ abstract errors (from faults provided to them) and map them to the errors contained in HET. This study investigates if subjects could abstract the correct RE activity where error originated, the type of error (Slips vs. Lapse vs. Mistake) and the error class (within each error type). Each subject was supplied with 15 faults (contained in Parking Garage Control Systems SRS) along with Human Error Abstraction Assist and training video to guide the error abstraction process. A total of 10 subjects performed the error abstraction (for same 15 faults). The error report form helped us to validate and compare the EA results for same 15 faults for all 10 subjects.

The following research questions were formulated:

RQ1: How well the subjects understood the Human error abstraction and mapped Error Type and Error class level accurately?

RQ2: Which errors in HET have been encountered by participating subjects at their workplace?

RQ3: What strategies are suggested to prevent the future occurrence of human errors?
3.2. Subjects and Artifacts

Ten (10) industrial practitioners working in software service and consulting firm participated in the study. An artifact that described the requirements for Parking Garage Control Systems (PGCS) that contained several faults was used in the study. PGCS system allows control and supervise entries and exits into and out of a parking garage. The system allows or rejects entries into the parking garage depending on number of available parking spaces. The fault seeding was done by Microsoft employees and does not bias the study results.

3.3. Experimental Procedure

A pre-recorded video and power point presentation was created to train the subjects on Human Error Taxonomy. The video was 28 minutes long and it provided in-depth training on human errors in everyday life and human errors committed in requirements engineering. The training provided step-by-step instruction on how to use the Human Error Abstraction Assist (HEAA) to abstract errors from requirement faults. Figure 5 shows the experiment procedure which included training video and fault list supplied to subjects and report of human errors (and their prevention strategies) as output.

![Figure 5](#)

Figure 5. Study design to understand human errors

Sample error form provided as part of experiment is shown in Figure 6. Error form included series of steps and questions to collect data for 15 faults in Parking Garage SRS. Fault section contained information about the fault along with functional requirement numbers, fault
explaining what exactly the issue is and line numbers from PGCS SRS document. The analysis part included 3 steps and additional questions. The three steps to abstract errors are mentioned in section 2.3. The subjects were asked to abstract RE activity in the first step by understanding the differences between each RE activity. Step 2 was error type abstraction using decision tree in Figure 3. Step 3 was to abstract error class using HEAA in Figure 4.

Error form includes additional questions such as: (a) what additional background information would have helped you to decide the type of error. This question was to understand if the training methodologies must be different. More than 90% of the subjects did not answer this question and skipped it. Hence this was not used for the analysis. Question (b) was have you encountered this type of error. A Yes/No type of question to understand if subjects are experiencing the type of error that they have abstracted in the error form. Question (c) how would you reduce the future occurrence of this error. This quantitative question helped us to gather prevention techniques for the errors occurred in requirements engineering process.

Figure 6. Sample error form
4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section provides the analysis of the report form that we obtained from ten subjects who participated in this experiment. We also validated the error abstraction correctness at identifying human error type and human error class.

4.1. Accuracy of Error Abstraction

This section analyzes the accuracy of error abstraction for the fifteen (15) faults that were provided to the subjects (considered as inspectors). The accuracy was validated in all 2 levels: Level 2 – Error Type and Level 3 – Error Class. The goal was to evaluate if the subjects could validate all the faults correctly for different HEAA levels. Anu et al., [20] have worked at developing the HET and HEAA (with the help of Cognitive Psychologist Dr. Bradshaw) after conducting several academic studies. So, this paper adds new evidence to support the usability of HEAA in an industrial setting.

Table 1. Progressive EA Correctness at the levels 2 and 3 of HEAA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fault #</th>
<th>Number of subjects who chose the correct Error Type (Level 2 of HEAA)</th>
<th>Number of subjects who chose the correct Error Class (Level 3 of HEAA)</th>
<th>Overall Correctness: Number of subjects who reported correct EA result for the fault (correct at 2 levels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fault 1</td>
<td>50% (5/10)</td>
<td>20% (1/5)</td>
<td>10% (1/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 2</td>
<td>50% (5/10)</td>
<td>60% (3/5)</td>
<td>30% (4/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 3</td>
<td>40% (4/10)</td>
<td>50% (2/4)</td>
<td>20% (2/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 4</td>
<td>50% (5/10)</td>
<td>60% (3/5)</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 5</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
<td>50% (3/6)</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 6</td>
<td>70% (7/10)</td>
<td>14% (1/7)</td>
<td>10% (1/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 7</td>
<td>50% (5/10)</td>
<td>60% (3/5)</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 8</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
<td>67% (2/3)</td>
<td>20% (2/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 9</td>
<td>60% (9/10)</td>
<td>67% (6/9)</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 10</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
<td>50% (3/6)</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 11</td>
<td>50% (5/10)</td>
<td>20% (1/5)</td>
<td>10% (1/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 12</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
<td>33% (2/6)</td>
<td>20% (2/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 13</td>
<td>30% (3/10)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0% (0/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 14</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
<td>17% (1/6)</td>
<td>10% (1/10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault 15</td>
<td>60% (6/10)</td>
<td>33% (2/6)</td>
<td>20% (2/10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 provides collective results for EA correctness reported by ten (10) subjects working in software services. The experiment and HEAA required the inspectors to abstract the errors in two levels: Error Type at which human error has occurred (can be evaluated using the
decision tree) and error class for deeper classification. Each row provides accuracy at the two levels the subjects were trained in to abstract the faults. The percentage of accuracy of selection for each subject was calculated based on whether the correct selection for error type was made. When we validated Error Type selection for 15 faults, all the subjects had chosen at least one Error Type. For the subjects who has chosen more than one Error Type, we counted the accuracy if the correct selection made, otherwise ignored for accuracy calculation. The same calculation and analysis was used for error class level. Thus, the validation of accuracy was hierarchical, where the correctness was required in both levels. Similar analysis is done for all fifteen (15) faults. Figure 6 shows the EA accuracies achieved for all three HEAA levels by ten subjects who participated in this experiment. Following are the analysis from Table 1 and Figure 7.

**Figure 7.** Accuracy for Error Abstraction (EA) for two HEAA Levels

Level 2 of HEAA – Analysis at Error Type: Based on the results from Table 1, Row 1 (Number of subjects who chose the correct Error Type (Level 2 of HEAA)), the results show subjects had less difficulty in abstracting the error for correct Error Type. The overall EA result percentage is 54% for ten subjects for fifteen faults. The result of abstracting the next level will be lesser or greater based on the accuracy of current level. Since the numbers are considered
based on number of people selecting right RE activity, the analysis will differ in numbers and percentage. There were 12 faults with error type mistake, 50% of the overall responses were correctly chosen while other 50% was wrongly chosen for type mistake. Fault 4 is interesting because the error type can be both slip/lapse as per Dr. Bradshaw. The subjects who answered it correctly have chosen Slip. Thus, the overall accuracy for Slip/Lapse is 63.33%. For Fault 9, overall accuracy is 90%, 70% for Fault 6.

Level 3 of HEAA –Analysis at Error Class Level: Based on the results from Table 1 (Number of subjects who chose the correct Error Class (Level 3 of HEAA)), the results shows 40% of overall average number of faults were mapped correct Error Class. The number is lesser as compared to Error Type abstraction. For error level application error, the accuracy is 44% (8/15 faults belonged to application error), lack of consistency is 60% (1/15 faults), Clerical Error/Loss of Information is 63% (2/15 faults), Wrong assumptions is 25% (2/15 faults), Information management Errors is 0% (1/15 faults), and Inadequate Requirement Process is 14% (1/15 faults). The above numbers are calculated per error level type for number of subjects abstracted the error level correctly.

Overall accuracy for all the 2 HEAA levels: The last column in Table 1 shows the overall accuracy for all the 2 HEAA levels. The accuracy is calculated based on the correctness in all the two levels. Each subject who abstracted correct Error Type in second level should have abstracted correct Error Class in third level for each fault correctly to obtain the overall accuracy. The overall average is only 22%. The highest value is 60% for fault 9 whereas the lowest is 0% for fault 13. This shows the training for industrial subjects must be modified significantly.
4.2. Frequency of Error Abstraction

Human error abstraction is perspective based and depends on one’s understanding the taxonomy for error abstraction that includes RE activities, error types and error class. The analysis can be confused at various stages due to over-thinking, wrong analysis or stopping the analysis at different levels. Table 2 shows the frequency of the RE activities for all fifteen faults.

The expected vs selected frequencies shows that the correct RE activity is confused with others.

Table 2. Frequencies with which the RE activities were confused with each other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>Selected</th>
<th>Elicitation</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Total expected occurrences of the RE activity in the abstraction data (for all 10 subjects)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elicitation</td>
<td>(0.00%)</td>
<td>(0.00%)</td>
<td>(0.00%)</td>
<td>(0.00%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>24 (24%)</td>
<td>38 (38%)</td>
<td>31 (31%)</td>
<td>7 (7%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>5 (16.67%)</td>
<td>4 (13.33%)</td>
<td>17 (56.67%)</td>
<td>4 (13.33%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
<td>3 (15%)</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
<td>4 (20%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The calculation of frequency is based on number of times all the ten subjects should have selected the correct RE activity for all 15 faults. Hence the actual number of analysis occurrence would be 100, specification would be 30 and management would be 20, totaling to 150 (i.e.10 subjects’ times 15 faults). Correctly reported numbers for analysis is 38/100 while it was confused to be elicitation 24 times, specification 31 times and management 7 times. Thus, the subjects confused analysis to a different activity 62 times. Also, specification was correctly abstracted only 17 times out of 30 occurrences yielding ~57%. The most difficult abstraction was management which was abstracted correctly only in 20% of cases.

Table 2 also shows that specification was the activity that was frequently selected instead of other activities. There were 38 cases where specification was chosen instead of analysis or management. Table 1 shows 90% of the people abstracted correctly for specification for fault 9. This shows that training materials and instrumentation should be improved for other RE activities such as management and analysis for Error Abstraction. For industry set up, domain
expertise and technology expertise can be included as part of training. For example, the software professionals who were involved in this experiment focuses on Dynamics 365 technology. Having training materials and SRS related to how the system behavior and CRM capabilities examples might bring better understanding to the subjects.

4.3. Prevention Strategies for Error Prevention

We wanted to validate the need for HET in industry and asked 2 questions to understand the needs.

Q1. Have you encountered this type of error?
Options: Yes/No

Q2: How would you reduce the future occurrence of this error?

We collected the data and analyzed it for each fault. Below is the table (Table 3.) which contains the total number of people who had answered Yes/No. The overall response for yes was 78% for 15 faults for 10 subjects. The overall response rate was calculated for 150 responses (15 faults * 10 subjects). We also calculated the overall percentage of people who experienced slip, lapses and mistakes for all the faults (Table 4.) and the results were as follows: Percentage of subjects that experienced Slips is 82%, Percentage of subjects that experienced Lapses is 100%, and Percentage of subjects that experienced Mistakes is 72%. Based on the data obtained, we concluded that a large percentage experience errors and educating the subjects on HET will probably reduce the error experience and result in quality improvements in RE documents.
For Q2 analysis, we categorized the quantitative data that we obtained to 9 categories into problem areas. The categories are provided in table (Figure 8. – Color coded for each classification) below. The color codes are provided for easy classification of responses classified under error class selected by the subjects for each fault. The categories were obtained by validating the most common occurrence of words in the solutions provided for resolving the problem and most suitable category that can be built by using the words. We included the error level that was selected by the subject and calculated prevention techniques. Out of 150 responses (15 faults abstracted by 10 subjects = 150 responses), 8 were blank/no response/subjects did not know what to answer. Also 12 responses out of 150 could not be resolved because they were either single worded or did not fall into any of the categories. We ignored 12 miscellaneous and 8 unanswered from analysis and discussion of results.
In Figure 8, we identified 70 (70 out of 130 responses = 53%) out of 130 responses belonged to ‘no proper tools for RE and review’ or hereafter referred as category 1. Based on this, we identified that the problem lies in requirements engineering where almost all the identified errors occur. We also found that clerical error was the most selected error level (41 out of 130 responses = 31%) which was tied to only one error type - slip. In clerical error category, nearly 60% (25/41 responses for clerical error) belonged to category 1. This provided a result that there are slips occurring during requirements engineering, which needs to be addressed. One way to resolve this is to bring to notice the ripple effects that occurs and educate subjects on HET to avoid such happenings. 20% of the problem area was missing impact analysis/traceability. Other 20% belonged to all other categories.

Significant results were also seen for error-levels: Lack of consistency in requirement specification (tied to slips) and application error (tied to mistakes). Nearly 14% of the overall solutions was provided for both the error-levels. Nearly 50% of the problem area, resolved from the solutions provided, occurred in Category 1 – No proper tools for RE and review. 36% of the problem area for Lack of consistency of requirement specification occurred because of not having centralized place for validating the variables and formulas used, other 14% of the problems were due to missing impact analysis/traceability. For application error – which
belonged to mistake – 27% of the problematic areas were due to lack of understanding of the system or absence of SME.

Error-Levels such as Wrong Assumptions (Mistakes), accidentally overlooking requirements (Lapses), Inadequate Requirements Process (Mistakes), Problem Solution Errors (Mistakes) contributed to nearly 7% each. Majority of the problem area was category 1 – No Proper tools for RE and review.

The prevention techniques provided closely related to HET education and following SDLC principles for RE. There is a substantial requisite for RE process improvement, avoiding errors by identifying concerns in RE, conduct review, have both functional and technology expertise. The essence of identifying the root causes to avoid such errors is the essence of HET. Thus, we believe that educating on HET is very important in industry. However, based on previous results/hypothesis, teaching methodologies should be improved or be different in industry.

4.4. Discussion of Results

In this section, we will discuss the error results and opportunity to improve the experiment.

Section 4.1 analyzes the accuracy of error abstraction found by subjects (participated in experiment) on PGCS SRS, developed by someone who did not belong to the same software company where the subjects worked. The accuracy of error abstraction depends upon sequential correct option selection in the analyzed levels. The results showed that subjects were confused with the definitions of error type and error class. Overall accuracy achieved for 15 faults by 10 subjects at Level 2 (Error Type) of HEA was 54% and at Level 3 (Error Class) of HEA was 40%. Overall accuracy for 150 responses (15 faults abstracted by 10 subjects) was 22%. 
Section 4.2 analyzes the frequency at which the subjects were confused between choosing the correct human error to incorrect chosen one. The analysis done on all the 3 levels for 150 responses (15 faults abstracted by 10 subjects), showed that the subjects needed additional inputs to perform error abstraction. Thus, in both sections, we identified an opportunity to improve HET education in industry.

Also, an oral discussion happened when few subjects mentioned that the examples provided during the slip, lapse and mistake was difficult to make a correct judgement. Example that was discussed mostly was driving into the garage door to explain lapse. An example was included as part of training to explain the definitions for error types. The goal was to go to grocery store. The below planning steps included to achieve the goal; (A) Start the Car by inserting the car key (B) Put transmission in reverse. (C) Back down the driveway (D) Navigate the route to store. We explained that forgetting to back down is a lapse (forgetfulness), hence the car can run and hit the garage door (assuming the car is parked in front of the garage door). However, many subjects argued that the car hitting the garage door is carelessness and should be slip. Since this is cognitive psychology, each interpretation was different. At least 3 sets of different examples and allowing sometime to discuss was requested as part of experiment. The experiment was considered long and it was mentioned that it should happen in several steps, highlighting faults at each step so that the purpose of correct abstraction and understanding is achieved.

Section 4.3 provided us with both qualitative and quantitative results on percentage of subjects experiencing the error and prevention strategies mentioned to overcome the error. Percentage of subjects who experienced the error was relatively more. The prevention strategies were categorized at level 3 (error class). The strategies helped us understand that there is a need
to educate the subjects on how to perform the requirements engineering process by utilizing HET to avoid error occurrence and improve software artifacts. Since, we categorized the prevention strategies based on error level, we could gather results which leaned towards having strong requirements engineering and review process, having proper subject matter expertise and including a correct software development process. This helped us understand that there is a scope for education in industry on SDLC process improvements, utilizing right resources, educate on frequently occurring error to get quality products. Software process should focus on step by step inclusion rather than including a big requirement to gather requirements to release a minimum viable product.
5. THREATS TO VALIDITY

The study faces the following threats

(1) All the participants were introduced to cognitive concepts such as slips, lapses and errors for the first time. We addressed this threat by providing same training video and materials required for the experiment.

(2) The participants were diverse in nature with respect to their backgrounds and experience which might contribute to variability in analysis.

(3) The study focused on real time professionals than students in classroom setting. This is an initial setup and this threat can be validated by providing real project SRS samples and including trainings and examples for real requirements.

(4) We did not include any faults for elicitation, thus failing to understand the actual accuracy and frequency levels for elicitation abstraction.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The major focus of the study was to understand the accuracy at which industrial professionals will be able to abstract the faults and where the misjudgment happens. This will help to instrument the training and SRS for industrial experiment to validate error abstraction.

Analysis for Research Question 1 (section 4.1) shows selecting incorrect error type renders incorrect error level abstraction. The results of the experiment yielded very low overall accuracy for all 2 levels of HEAA. However, the subjects who mapped Error Type correctly could map to correct error class to a greater extent.

Further analysis for RQ1 (section 4.2) shows that number of cases where the subjects were confused to choose correct RE activity for analysis and management was lesser compared to choosing to the other ones. However, for specification correctness was 57% as compared to 43% of incorrect cases. Since elicitation was not included in any faults, we could not analyze the numbers for elicitation. Based on analysis for RQ2, out of 3 RE activities, number of cases of choosing incorrect activities was more for both analysis and management (2/3 RE activities). The comparison shows people were confusedly chose specification instead of management or analysis. This shows the training materials must be improved to train on abstracting errors for analysis and specification.

RQ2 and RQ3 was analyzed in section 4.3. Based on the results obtained, number of people who encountered errors in slips, lapses and mistakes was respectively 82%, 100% and 72%. We concluded that the industry professionals have admitted that they are encountering human errors and the resolution provided by them to improve RE process and include SME is base for reducing human error by educating on HET. Additional methods and processes such as educating and utilizing right SDLC process, recording meeting to avoid forgetfulness, being
aware of the system, technology and product can help industry professionals build quality requirement specification document.

Our future work aims at conducting retrospective analysis to validate if the professionals will be able to identify the errors further in the SRS document. Also identifying the differences for the same SRS document in academic and industrial areas can lead to identifying if education and teaching methods must be improved in both areas or if academia performs better, we can identify what should be improved in industry for strengthening the quality of requirements.
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